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It is shown that if G and H are star-forests with no s&le edge stars, then (G, ): ) is 
Ramsey-finite if and only if both G and H are single stars with an odd number of ed!ges. 
Further (S,,, U kS,, S,, U El) is Ramsey-finite when m and n are odd, where Si denotes a !;tar 
with i edges. In general, for G and H stai--fore%, (G U kS,, El U Is,) can be shown tcl be 
Ramsey-finite or Ramsey-infinite depending on the choice of G, II, k, and I witi the general 
case unsettled. This disproves the mnjecture given in [23 where it is suggested that the pair of 
graphs (L, M) is Ramsey-finite if and only if (1) either L or M is a matching, or (2) both .L and 
M are star-forests of the type S, U kS,, m odd and k 2 0. 
Let F, G and H be (simple) graphs. Write F+(G, PI) ta mean that if each edge 
of F is colored red or blue, then either the red subgraph of F’, denoted (flR, 
contains a copy of G, or the blue subgraph, denoted (F)Br contains a copy of H. 
The class of all graphs F (up to isomorphism) such that F+ (G, H) has been 
studied extensively, e.g. the generalized Ramsey number r(G, If) is the minimum 
number of vertices of a graph in this class. 
A graph F will be called (G, &&minimal if F*( G, W) but F’t6(G, H) for each 
proper subgraph F’ of F. If G, H and F have no isolated vertices, F’ can be 
replacea by F - e, where e is any edge of F. Here F - e denotes the graph with 
vertex set the same as F and edge set that of F less edge e. The class of 
(G, H)-minimal graphs will be denoted by %(G, fi). The pair (G, M) will be 
called Ramsey-finite if B (G, If) is finite, and Ramsey -i@nife otherwise. 
Several recent papers discuss the problem of determining whether the pair 
(G,, H) is Ramsey-finite (see [Z, 3,4,7]). In partkular NeSetM and Rijdl [7] 
showed that (G, H) is Ramsey-infinite if both G and H are a-connected or if G 
and H are forests neither of which is a union of stars. It is shown in [4] that 
(G, H) is Ramsey-finite if G is a matching and H arbitrary. In additio:l, if (6. Z-1.j 
is Ramsey-finite for each graph ;Fp; then the results of [5] indicate that G must cre 
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a matching. The purpose of this paper is to discuss one of the remaining gaps, 
which is to determine whether (G, FI) is Ramsey-finite or i Ifinite whenever G and 
H are star-forests, i.e., a forest of stars. 
At this point we introduce some further notation and terminology. The word 
“coloring” wlill alw;i\ys refer to coloring each edge of sorle graph red or bhle. A 
coloring of F W; 01 neither a red G or blue If will be (:;tiled (G, H)-good. The 
modifier (G, H) may be dropped when the meaning 5) clear. For notational 
convenience a (C7 H)-good coloring of F will be frt: fluently symbolized by 
G $ (F)R a.qd I-I+ (F),. Here the symbol “ =z” is read “sit .I,graph of”. The degree 
of a vertex x in (& (or (F)B) will be denoted by &(x.) (IDr &(x)). A cycle on n 
vertices {x1, x2, . . . , x,)} with xi adjacent to q+I for eac;h i will be denoted by 
lx,, x2,. . *, x,, x,). The symbol mG will refer to 111 disjoir 13. copies of the graph G. 
AZso S, will denore a siar with n edges. This notation, il-6 tead of the usual ICI,,, 
was selected because of its frequent appearance anil its simplicity. Further 
notation will hollow that of standard references [I] and [ 61. 
2. stars 
In this section we decide whether (G, If) is Ramsey4nite or infinite in the 
special case in which G and H are stars. Since (G, N) is Ftamsey-finite whenever 
G is a matching [4~], we deal only with nontrivial stars, i. :., not sirtgle edge stars. 
We will show that ( S,, St) is Ramsey-infinite except when both s ard t are odd, in 
which case %(S,, S,) = (Ss_+r_l}. 
To begin we state a well-known “old” theorem which is used strongly in what 
follows. 
Theorem 1 (Petersen [S]). A connected graph G is 2-fat: orable if and only if it is 
regular of even degree. 
Theorem 2. Let s ci!nd t bc odd positive integers and let F be an. arbitrary graph. If 
A(F) ( s + t -- 1, tht n F can be colored such that S,P (Fj,, and S& (F&. 
Proof. Embed F in a regula+* graph F’ of degree s + t - 2,. By Petersen’s Theorem 
UIxorem 1) F’ is 2 -factorable when s + t - 2 > 0, so CO~C I (s - 1)/2 of the factors 
red and (t- 1)/2 of’ the factors blue. Clearly F’%(S,, S,) so that F-p& S,). 
Corollary 3. If s and t are odd positive integers, then %r: 5,, S,) = (S,,,_,}. 
Proof. Clearly Ss+t_l E 3 (S,, S, ). Also if FE %! (S,, S,), the o by Theorem 2, A (F) 2 
s+s--I. Hence FE!%(S,,S,) implies S,+,_+F, so that 2;=Ss+r-l. 
If s and t are even positive integers, then (.‘5[s, S,) is Ramsey-infinite. 
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&f. Let l be an odd positive integer, 12 s -3-b 1. Recall that K1 is the edge 
disjoint union of (I - 1)/2 spzqning cycles G1, G2, . . . , GfI_-11,2. Define F as the 
union of the cycles G1, Gz, . . . , Gts+t_2j,2. Clearly F, &IE I vertices and is regular 
of degree Y + t - 2. It is easy to see that OF-, (S8, Cc;,), If this were not the case, then 
there would exist a coloring of F with (& regular qf degree s - 1 and (F& 
regular of degree t - 1. This is impossible since then both (.F& and (nB have an 
odd number of vertices of odd degree. Furthermore if e cE(Fj, then 
F - e+(S,, S,). To see this assume without loss of generality that e E E(G~,+t_2),2). 
Then color alternating edges of the path Gls+1_.2),2- e together with all the edges 
of GL, G2,. . . p Gt,_2j,2 red and the remaining edges of F-e blue. This gives a 
good coloring of F - e. Hence we have shown that FE B(S,, S,). Since E is any odd 
positive in;,ger greater than s + t - 2, the result follows. 
Theorem 5. L et s be odd (s 2 3) and t be an even positive integer. Then (S,, St) is 
Ramsey-infinite. 
Proof. Let 1 be an odd positive integer, 1 2 s + f. Then K1 is the edge disjoint 
union of (I - :1)/2 spanning cycles G1, G2, . . . ,, G+,,,,. Suppose that’ G, is th: 
cycle (x1, x2, . . . ? xl, xl). Define the graph F(P) as the edge disjoint union of the 
cycles G2, G3, . . . , GO+HU~ and the edges h +I, ix,, 4, . . . , h, XI) of 6, 
together with free edge 0 attached at vertex x1, i.e., edge p has one of its end 
vertices identified with x1 and the other end vertex remains of degree 1 in F(p). 
Thus F(P) is a graph on Z + 1 vertices, 1 of them of degree s + t- 2, and the 
remaining vertex (an end vertex of @) is of degree 1. 
We show that F( 0) can be colored such that Sg # (F(p& and S, # (F(P&, but 
under such colorings 6 is colored blue. To see that such a coloring exists, color 
the edges of GzO, G3, . . . , Gt,+1,,2 I-ed and the remaining edges blue. Note that 
under this coloring p is colored blue. Also under all good colorings of F(P) each 
of the I vertices of degree s + t -- 2 must be of ret: degree s - 1 and bluz degree 
t - 1. Thus edge p is colored blue, otherwise (I”(@) - & is ;a graph on 2 vertices, 
regular of degree t - 1, i.e., has an odd number t If vertices of odd degree. We have 
shown that F(P) has good colorings, but under all such colorings p is colored 
blue. 
Next we show F(P) is minimal with respect to the property that under good 
colorings 3 is colored blui. By this we mearl that if e E E(F@)), e # 0, then 
F(p) - e has a good coloring wi+‘l 6 colored redl. To establish this let e c E(F(/3)), 
2 # (3. Since s 3 3, let G2 be the cycle ( y , , y2, . . . , yI, y I). Without loss of generality 
assume e E E( G, U G2) and that e is incident to yl. Then color the 
edges ( y2. yJ, { y4, y5}, a . . , { y[_, , yJ of I& and all the edges of 
G (s+3)/;:9 G(s+S),2r * * * 9 Gc,+r_lj,2 blue. This remaining edges of F(P) - e are colored 
red. This coloring is a (S,, S,)-good coloring of F (p) - e with edge $3 colored red. 
We now take t copies of F(P), call them F(i31), F@,), . . . , F(&), and iden@ 
the vertices of degree one. Call this graph G andi name the identified vertex U, i.e., 
G has the vertex u with incident edges &, &, . . . , & 
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Observe that G*(S,, S,), since the only good colorings of the F(&) would 
make all pi blue giving a blue S, witl cenmll verex r:. Also for e E E(G), G ‘--e 
can be given a (S,, Q-good coloring. If e E F(&) give F’( I&) - e the good cmloriing 
described above with & (if present) colored red an cl F(P,), i 3 2, the good 
coloring described above with pi colared blue. This colt rring shows G --e can be 
good colored so that G - e-P& St). Hence G E a(&, 5 t 1. 
Since 1 is any odd positive inte,ger, I > s + t, we have that R(S,, S,) is infinite. 
3. S&&iorests 
In this section we consider the more general pair 
(lj Sq, ; S,), ~22 or ta2, 
i=l j=l 
and ask whether it is Ramsey-infinite. This is answered 2Birmatively when all the 
stars are nontrivial, i.e., not single edges. In light of th= results of the previous 
section and the previously mentioned result that (m!i’,  H) is Ramsey-finite for 
arbitrary EL one might expect, if M and L are matchiqs, that (G UM, H IJL.) is 
Ramsey-finite if and only if (G, H) is Ramsey-finite. U’e shall see this isn’t the 
case even when G and H are star-forests. 
Lemma6. LA F,=Uf=,S,,, and F,=!J~=,&, with 11 ann2a***sn, and m;,> 
m,+ * l 2 H:,. L,el g[ = max{ n, + mj - I 1 i + j -= I + 1) for 1 =: 1,2, . . . , k, k 6 s t t - 1. 
Then 
In particular if 2 =s and k=s-+-t-1, then 
roof. Color U F=, Spl. t\ssume for some r, r < z, thar: 1 J t-=1 S,,, < ( Ufel S,>, but 
UT:; s&(LJ:=l S,),. S’ mce the g are nonincreasing., L re can assume without loss 
of generality that Sn, +S& for 1 s i s r. Therefoxe S,+, $(U~z,+l S&+ But 
#3 &+I +FTL~_,-~ for E=r+l.r+2,...,r+k-z+l. Hence S,,_,s(S& for I= 
rt 1, r+2,. . . , r+k-z+l, so that lJyZ1 S,,$(U~=, $,jR implies that 
k-cji’ s, s (; s,,),. 
j=l ‘Cl 
Lemma 7. The pair (S, U St, S,) is Ramsey - :4nite fca :i, t, 1 ZI- 2. 
. We assume throughout the proof that s 2 t. Cc~nsider a disjoint family of 
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sets {A}:= 1 (k even, k a 6) with 
IA I =a+t-1, 
IAl I t 
IA,t = t, tA&=t(2-1) for i=3.,...,k-2, 
k-1 = , IA&l. . 
Let G = G(s- t, I, k) be the graph Wh vertex set UfeI 4, each A; an independent 
set in G, such that each of the following hold: 
(1) The pairs (A,, AZ) and (Ak+, 4) generate complete bipartite graphs. 
(2) The pair (A, A,,) generates a regular bipartite graph of degree t + 1- 3 
when i is odd (3 s i s k - 3) and regulzir of degree I when i is even (4 s i < k - 4). 
(3) The pairs (A*, A3) and (Ak-zr Ak_,) generate bipartite graphs with the 
vertices of Az(Ak-_& of degree I-- 1 and the vertices of A3(Ak.+) of degree 1. 
(This degree is relative to the subgraphs generated by the pairs (A,, A3) and 
I:Ak-2, A&l)*) 
The graph G has no edge 1 other than those indicated in [l), (2) and (3) above ;Pnd 
is shown for s = 5, I = 3, t = 3, and k = 8 in Fig. 1. 
Color G and suppose that G contains no red S, \-S, and no blue S,. First note 
that d(x)=s+t+l-2 for XEA~. Since S&(G), d&) 2 s + t - I for x E AZ. 
Also S, U S& @JR so that the number of vertices c,tlectively adjacent in (G)R to 
any two distinct vertices in A2 is at most s + t - 1 Hence all the edges between 
vf:rtices of Al and AZ are red and between A2 any A3 are blue. This implies that 
the pair (A3, A,) generates aregular bipartite gr ‘ph of degree t- 1 in (G), and a 
regular bipartite graph of degree I - 2 in (G I~. Then all the edges betw<:en 
vertices of A4 and A5 are blue. Hence the color ,ng of the edges between all pairs 
(Ai, Ai+,) are determined for i s k - 3. They a :e colored like those between the 
pair (A3, AJ if i is odd and Iike those between the pair (A4, A5) when i is even. 
This implies that the edges between Ak_2 and Ak+ are blue, which in turn force? 
the edges between A k-1 and the vertex of 1Qk to be colored red. ?%is gives 
S, \J S, 6 ( G)R, a contradiction. Hence G 3 (S. U S,, St). 
Next, let e = (q, x,,~}E (G), q E Ai, x.+~ E Ai+l, i %2. Consider the case when e 
is colored red in the coloring given above. Under this coloring there exists a 
A, A7. A, % Ati A6 A .,- As3 
Fig. 1. 
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path with vertices 4, JIi+l, _ . . , xk, where xi E Aj for each 
{ Xi, Xi I}*, {X$+2, Xi+_7 1, * * * ) {X&l, x,} in E((G),) i nd the 
Ixi +39 xi+4)9 * . * 9 {xk-2, &_ J in E((G),). Replace this Ised-blue 
j, with the edges 
edges {%+r, xi+& 
alternately colored 
path by a blue-red alternately coliored one, i.e., interc t ange the colors on this path 
leaving unch;anged the rest of G as colored. The cam: when e is blue is handled 
similarly. It follo~ws that G - e under this modified zoloring is (S, US,, S&good. 
Thus G - e-P (S, U S, !$). Thus removing appropricctl: edges between Al and A2 
gives a graph G’ E 3 (S, U St, S,) of diameter k - 1. Sir ce k can be taken arbitrarily 
large we have that %(S, CJ S,, :;,) is an infinite set. 
Lemma 8. Let u, w? r, z be positive integers with u 2: w 2 2, Y Z= z 2 2. Set 
A = {FE 3 ;S, U SW, S,) 1 F+(S,, S, US,)}. 
B = (FE W.S,, s, u S,) 1 F-+(S” u SW, S,)}. 
Then either A or B has infinitely many elements. 
Proof. Without lloss of generality assume z 3 w. Suppose neither A or B have 
infinitely many elements, and let k be chosen so that k - 1 exceeds the diameter 
of all the graphs in A U B. Let G, = Gl(u, w, z, k) :tnd G2= G(r, z, w, k) where 
G (s, f, I, EL) is the graph G defined in the proof of Lemma 7. Since G,+ 
(SW, Sr U 5,) and al! subgraphs of G2 in a(&,, S, U !L) are of diameter k - I we 
have that G2+(SU U S,, S,), otherwise G2 contains ;t subgraph of diameter k - 1 
in A U B. Take a (SW U SW, $)-good coloring of G:, and select distinct vertices 
x, y EAT of the graph GZ. Since d(x) =d(y)= I 1-z --w-2 and S&(G& &(x) 
and &(y) are both at least r+w-1. But SUX,4(G,), so that r+w-1s 
u+w-1, giving that u a r. -41~0 G I * ( Su U S,,,, & ), and all subgraphs of G1 in 
36, U SW, $1 are of diameux k - 1, PO that as abc)vI: G,%(S,, S, US,). Give GI 
a (SW, S, U S&good coloring and select distinct ver&:s x, y E A of the graph G1. 
SinctS d(x)=d(y)=~+w+z--2and S,&(G,),, d,(x) and&(y)are both at least 
ufz-l~r+z--I. But S,US,$(G,), so that &x)=&(y) =r+z--1, which 
means that x and y have common adjacencies in 11 :QB and u = r. This implies 
that M; = z so that GI+(SU US,, S,) implies G1-+t!i, S, US,), a contradiction. 
Hence A or I? is an infinite set. 
T~~O~HRI 9. The pair (ui;=, S%, Ui=, S,,,) is Ranmry-infinite for n, ~QZ=’ . l a 
n, 32, nz, ?=~,a. -wII,~~, when ~32 or ta2. 
rd. First consider the case when s > 2 and t > 2 Get u = n,_+ w = n,, r = m, _ 1, 
and z := 12~ ad define A and B as in Lemma 8. Witbut loss of generality assume 
A is infinite. Set gI =: max{ni + Ini - 1 1 i +j = I + 1; ‘or I = 1,2, . . l , s + t - 3 and 
color the graph Use\-” Sg,. If 
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or 
Without loss of generality assume the former occurs. Take HE A and color it. 
Since Sn, 6 (E& or S,,,_, U SW s (I& it follows that 
Next let e E E(H) and give H -e 3 (S,,_, US_, S,)-good coloring. Color the 
US:: Sm red and color the Us+t-3 Izs l Sg, blue. Clearly this coloring gives a 
( Ufzl q, & &J-good coloring of (UfL\-3 S&) U(H - e) . Since: A is infinite we 
deduce that %(Ui=1 Sn,, Uizl S,,,,) is infinite when both ~32 and ta2. 
The proof when 0 = 1 or t = I. is similar. Without loss of generality assume t = I 
so that s 2 2. Let H E 9 (S,,_, U S%, S$. Observe as in the first case 
where e E E(H) and gz = nl + ml e- 1. Since (S,,_, U S,&, S,,) it; Ramsey-infinite by 
Lemma 7, we have that (&, S ,,,, S,,,,) is Ramsey-Unite al,;o. This completes the 
proof of the theorem. 
We next investigate whether (G, W) is Ramsey-finite or Ramsey-infinite when 
G and H are star-forests with some of the stars trivial (sij@e edges). Unfortu- 
nately our results are incomplete and indicate that the complete solution of the 
problem could be dilficult. 
TheO~an 10. The pair (S,, U tlS,, S;, U tzS1) is Ramsey-finite when both s1 crnd F2 
are odd positive integers, and tl and t2 are nonnegative integers. 
Proof. If either sI or s2 is 1, then Ihe result follows from [4], where it is proved 
that ( mS1, H) is Ramsey-finite for a.11 graphs H. Also if tl = t2 = 0: then the result 
is that of Corollary 3. Hence we assume throughout the proof that s1 2 s2 3 3 and 
setting t = max(t,, tz}, that t 2 1. We also let t* = max& + t2, tl + 1, t2 + 1). 
It suffices to show that the number of edges for members of a($, 1J tlS1, S,, U 
t2S1) is bounded ab0a.c. In particular we show that if FE a(&, LI t&, Ss2 U t2S1) 
then \E(F)( < k2t* + 1 where k = 4t -t 2s, - 1 We remark that this upp(f:r bound is 
undoubtedly not the best possible, only a cc-nvenient one. 
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The proof is by contradiction, so 5 uppose there exists an FE 
%(S,. IJ tlS1, Ss, U tt2!&) such that IE(F)I > Ii2t* -t 1. Let v be a vertex with d(o) = 
AI (F). Since s1 and s2 are both odd, Theorem ! implies that d(u)~sl+sa- 1. 
Assume for the moment that d(v) > k. Wemo\ c an edge e incident to 2, and give 
F-e a good coloring. Then &(v)~2t+ s1 01: d,(v) *2t+ sl, SO assume the 
former . !f e is cob td red and F - e keeps its 1;:~ od coloring, then S,, U tlSj 6 (I;),. 
Thus in (F- & tither tlSl or Ssl U (tl - 1)S is disjoint from 1). But: tIS, is 
incident to at most 2t, neighbors of v in (E’- le),: and S,, U(t, - l)S, is incident to 
at most s1 -I- 2t - 1. Thus d&) 2 2t + s1 in F--e implies, in either case, that 
Ss, Li :& s (F- e),, a contradiction. Hence di(t :I= A(F) s k. 
We next show that each edge: of F is incider): to a vertex of degree s2 or more. 
Suppose this -vere not the case.. Let e be an e ?ge incident to vertices of degree 
less than s2, and consider a good coloring of F- e. It must happen that S,, U 
(t,- !)S,G(F-~)~ and S~*U(t,-l)S,~(F-e!,l. This implies that each edge in 
(F - r )R is incident to or part of any collection of tI disjoint stars in (F - e), and 
each edge in (F - e), is incident to or part of any collection of t2 disjoint stars in 
(F - t? jB. Since A(F) = k, the number of edy :t:s in a star together with edges 
incident to the star is at most k2. Thus there are at most k2tl edlges in (F-e)R 
and at most k2t2 edges in (F- e), implying. that (E(F- e)l s ,k2(tl + t2). This 
contradicts IE(F)] > k2t*+ 1, so that each etlsf of F is incident to a vertex of 
degree s;! or more. 
Next we show that there exists an edge of F whose end vertices are both of 
degree less than sl. Suppose this were not the case. Then by removing an edge e 
with end vertices different from u, F - e M ould c:(lntain at least t* + 1 disjoint stars, 
f * of >:hem of d.egree s1 or more, since as in he previous discussion t* disjoint 
stars can account for at most k2t* edges. Bu*t ~(u)~s1+s2-1 in F-e and F-e 
contains at least t* + 1 disjoint stars, t* of km of degree s1 or more, so that 
F - e + (S,, IJ tlS, , S,, U f2S1), a contradiction. ‘H once there exists an edge f E E(F) 
whose pnd vertices are of degree less than sl. 
Give F--f a. good coloring. Then S,, U (tI - I)$ s (F-j& But each edge of F is 
incidl;:n: to a vertex of degree s2 or more and III(F-f)l* k2t*+ 1 so that F-e has 
at least t* + 1 disjoint stars with at least t* ol them of degree s2 or more. This 
togethe: with S,, 6 (F - fQR implies that the coloring given F-f is not good, a 
contradction. Hence the original supposition IE(F)I > k2t*+ 1 is false and the 
proof is eompletc. 
IJ;lhe~~nm 1-i. Let 1, IZ and s be positive integer5 with I and n odd and n 2 1 + s - 1. 
-The Ia the paer ( Sn U Ss, SI U kS,) is Ramsey -fin ite for k 3 (n + 2Z+ s - 2)2 + 1. 
mrk As in the proof of Theorem 10 it sufficies to show that members of 
%S, ,..f S,, Sl U kSJ have a bounded numbe of edges. We show that if FE. 
3 (S,, i) S,, Sr U kS,)., then 
IE(F)l s’(k + 1)(c3 + c) + (n - l)2(k + :! :) 
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where c = n + 2k + I + s. SisKe 4%(JY, mS,) is finite, we assume t: ~.~_rout he 
proof that 2 > 1. 
Suppose there exists an 
F E 5’i(S,, LI S,, S, U kS,) 
with ~E(F’)~~(k+l)(~~+c)+(n-l)~(k+2c). By Theorem 2 we have A(F)> 
n+z-1. 
Next we show by an argument similar to the one given in Theorem 10 that 
A(F)6 c. To see this let u E V(F) such that d(u) = A(F) and sujppose d(u)> c f 1. 
Remove an edge e incident to 21 and give F - e a good coloring. Then & (u) 3 
n+s+l or &(u)a2k+Z in jr-e. If &(~)3n+s+l, then color e red with F-e 
keeping its good coloring. Since S,, U S, < (F)R, this means that either S,, or S, is a 
subgraph of (F)R disjoint from u. But S,, and S, contain n + 1 and s + 1 vertices 
respectively. so that & (0) 3 1% +s + 1 in F - e insures S, U Ss s (F - e), with v as 
central vertex of one of the stars. This contradicts the assumption that the 
coloring of F - Q is good. Likewise if d,(o) 2 2k + I in F- e, it follows that 
S, U kS1 G (F- e),, a contradiiction. Hence A(F) s c. 
Let e = (w, u) E: E(F). If dju) c s and d(o) < s then a good coloring for F- e can 
be extended to al. good coloring for F by coloring edge e red. Hence each edge of 
F is incident to a vertex of degree s or more. 
We next calculate bounds on the number of veztices of F of degree n or more. 
For convenience let w denote this number. Clearly w 3 k + 1, for otherwise color 
all edges incident to anyone of these w vertices blue and all other edges of F red, 
yielding a good coloring of F. 
To calculate ;tn upper bound on w, let t be maximal such that S,,+ I.- 1 U tS,, 6 F. 
Note that t G k, since n > s and 
S n+l-l 1J kS,, U Ss E 9t(Sn u S,, Sl u kS,). 
Each vertex of degree n or raore must have an incident edge which is also 
incident to a vertex of S,,+l_l U S,. Since A(F) G c, there are at most (t + 1)(c2 + 1) 
such vertices. Hence k -+ 1~ w :G (k + 1)(c2 + 1). 
Let H = ((4: t5 E(F) le = (x, y} and max(d(xMyW.n)~ and T= 
{u E H 1 d(u) 3 n). Since \‘I’\ = w d (k + 1)(c2 t ‘1) and A(F) +z c thle number of edges 
assumed in F implies that there exists an e f E(F) - E(flo. Give F - e a good 
coloring and observe that S,, G (F- e)R C’I H. We wish to show that SI s 
(F-e),nH. Select DET such that dR(t~)=A((F-e)R). If d(u)+q+l+s, then 
since w>k+l, naI+s-I, and .SnUS&(F-e),, we have S,c(F-e),i7Ii, If 
d(v)<n+E+s-1, then &(z+- ‘;‘cn+E+s-1 for each z&I’. But wak tl and 
k 2 (n + 2 I + s - 2)2 + 1 implies the existence of a vertex pi r’ T such that d(u) 3 
n + 22 + s - 1 or the existence of two disjoint stars in H, one of which is a red S,,. 
In either case we have S, G (P-e), nhl. Thus under the good coloring of F-e, 
we have S,, -- 4~ (F - e), n M and S&F - &, 1’3 N with the centers od these stars in T. 
Finally since \E(F)l> (k + l.)(c” -I- c‘) + (n - 1)2(k + 24, ITI s (k + 1)(c2 + 0, and 
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A(F) s c, thlere are at least (n - 1)2( k + 2c) edges of F- e which are outside of H. 
But d(z:):s n - 1 for z E V(F) - T and each edge OE F is incident to a vertex of 
degree s or more. Mence there exist at least k + 2 : disjoint stars of degree s or 
more outside of T. Since A(F) G c, at least k of thlt:f c disjoint stars are themselves 
disjoint from the Sn in (F-e), and the SI ini I Y-e), exhibited in the last 
paragraph. Since all oE these stars are in F - e, it 110 lows that S,, U S, <(F-- e)R or 
S1 U kS, =s (F- e),, a contradiction. This final contra diction completes the proof of 
the theorem. 
Theorem 12. Let I, n and s be positive integers with 
und n < I + s - 1. TIaen the pair (S,, U S,, SI U kS, il :: 
negative integers k. 
1 and n odd, nas32, 132, 
Ramsey -infinite for all non- 
Proof, Let t be an even integer, t * 6, and let (I ! = G(n, s, 1, t ) where G is the 
graph constructed in the proof of Lemma 7. It is I3 asy to see that each subgraph 
G’ of G, G’E %(S, US,, S,), has diameter t - 1 anti besides G’+(S,,, S, US&. Set 
k * = max(0, k - 1). Then since G’-, (S, U S,, S,) and G’+(S,,, S, U S,) it follows 
that G’U k*S, US, +S,,US,,S,UkS,). Also for eEE(G’) give G’-e a 
(Sn U S,, &)-good coloring and color L - 1 edges 0” each star in the k*S,, US, blue 
and the remaining edges red. This clearly gives c”, (!g,, US,, S, IJ kS,)-good coloring 
of (G’- $7) U k *S,, U Ss Thus, since t is any evczr integer (1 a 6) it follows that 
(S, U S,, S1 U k, I) is Ramsey-infinite, completing t’le proof. 
Let { ki, )z I and (Gj):‘,, be families of connectl;zc graphs with (I-&., Gjt) Ramsey- 
Infinite for some i’ and j’. It seems reasonable to c jipect ( lJzzl Hi, UyX1 Gi) to be 
Ramsey-infinite. Theorem 11 together with The<b!,t:m 5 shows that this is not the 
case. In particular, in Theorem 11 let s be et-t: 1 and I oldd (I 2 3). Then by 
Theorem 5, (S,, S,) is Ramsey-infinite but (S,, L, ! s, S1 U kS,) is Ramsey-finite for 
k 2 (n + -9 + s - 2)2 + 1. This example is yet anotl c I- indication that it is difficult to 
determine whether a pair of graphs is Ramsey-+lite or Ramsey-infinite. 
Our results are complete when G and H arc star-forests with no single edge 
stars. In fact we have shown for such G and H t’ I:\ t (G, hi) is Ramsey-finite if and 
only if both G and pi are single stars with an 011:~ number or edges (Theorems 4, 
5, 9 and Corollary 3). Further we have shown th A. when G and H are star-forests 
with no single-edge stars and with (G, H) :Ram:q-finite, then (G U kS1, H U OS,) 
is also K.amsey-finite (Theorem 10). We have f;; i’c:d to determine whether or not 
( G U kS: , N U tS1) is Ramsey-finite or infinite f(or arbitrary star-forests G and H, 
zlthough it lzan be shown to be: Ramsey-infinit.: I’or large classes of star-forests. 
Vte special case when the pair is (S,, U S,, !$ U k 5, ), n a s, n and 1 odd, k large, is 
completely settled in Theorems 11 and 12. I ;1 particular, since (S,, US,, S,) is 
Fiamsey-infinite for n 2 s > 2 and 13 2, it woulli be of interest to find the hugest 
i lteger k, such that & U S,, SI IJ k,S,) is Rams:!! - finite, n and 1 odd, n a I -t- s - 1 
(see Theorem 11). This leaves the following que $1 ions. For what star~forests (13 and 
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H and what positive integers k and t is (G U Ml, HU tSl) Ramsey-finite? In 
partkuh, if (G, H) is Ramsey -fink, is ((2 U ?S, , H U tS,) Ramsey-finite? 
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